
 
 

 
 

Youth Engagement Team Initiative 
Meeting held by telephone due to weather 

10:00-11:30 
February 14, 2017 

Minutes 
 
Attendance: Irene Tsikitas (Triangle Community Center); Lisa Bahadosingh (SHW); Mimi Haley 
(CCEH); Jasmin Noel (Malta House); Doran Wright, CCEH - meeting notes); Joe Dobbins 
(Danbury Youth Services), Tammy (Danbury Youth Services); Caitlyn (New Reach), Ada (Kids in 
Crisis), Lauren Zimmerman (SHW), Steve Hurley (Journey Home), Mimi Haley (CCEH), Pam 
Ralston (ODFC). 
 
1.  Welcome and Introductions – Lisa Bahadosingh  
 
2.  Discussion Regarding Workgroup Chairs 

 
Lisa reviewed how ODFC nominates co-chairs and reported on the challenge of 
identifying co-chairs with time available. 
• Ideally, wanted a representative from DCF but that hasn’t worked out as hoped, 

although Jayne Guckert may be joining.  
• Rachel Cunningham and Gary Vertula were approached, but neither have 

committed while evaluating their capacity. Pam Ralston commented that it 
appears that Rachel may have too much to manage with the new youth-focused 
grant she is working on 

• Sherry Shapiro’s name was put forward as a potential co-chair candidate. Lisa 
remarked that Kids in Crisis were approached when the youth workgroup was 
under the Health and Housing Stability Committee. 

• Caitlyn asked if there was a description of the co-chair role available; Lisa 
responded there is not, but that her role as staff is to support co-chairs while 
getting underway. 

• Lisa mentioned as a side note that Homes with Hope is hiring a part time youth 
navigator and is taking under their wing Project Return for females. 

 
3.  Discussion Regarding Draft Workgroup Goals (to go into ODFC Work Plan) 
 

a. Implement strategies at the local level that are aligned with the state plan in order 
to move our communities towards the goal of preventing and ending youth 
homelessness by 2020 
• Balance of State has been awarded a demonstration grant. 

 



 
b. Establish a housing matching meeting for youth and young adults 

• Lisa explained that the goal is to have system in place similar to that for adults. 
Instead of first come first serve, prioritized by VI-SPDAT, providers will now be 
responsible for going to outreach and engagement.  

• Under current system, homeless youth and young adults were getting housed 
based on score but needed more connection with community providers, 
recognizing need for greater advocacy to determine which services fit people 
best.  

• Folks who know the young adults best can better help determine which services 
are best for each person. We have a list of young adults on By-Name-List. Lisa 
spelled out the difference between VI-SPDAT and Next Step Tool (transition age 
youth with 6 risk indicators, those who could be homeless for 5 years or longer.  

• Must give youth who were given VI-SPDAT the additional 5-6 questions 
(conversion questions), and to be certain list is updated to determine current 
housing status. Cannot start a process of prioritizing until by name list is cleaned 
up. Adam from Connection is willing to be part of the process and Lisa will speak 
to Anthony— if list is spread among 3 agencies there will be less than 20 persons 
each to outreach to. Connection is doing their own outreach, into their programs 
and not making it onto the By-Name-List. Need to close side doors for youth as 
with adult CAN.  

• There was acknowledgement that 2-1-1 is a challenge for young adults and 2-1-1 
is dependent on feedback regarding responsiveness. Mimi stated that a great 
effort is being made to become more “youth friendly” such a chat and text 
function. Hoping to refine their responses for anyone under age 24 will be very 
responsive on the premise that we are more likely to “lose” youth if system is 
not responsive. 

c. Work to integrate all housing resources for youth into the CAN which will enable us 
to more effectively allocate resources to those who need them most (i.e., ensure 
providers are prioritizing using the Next Step Tool)  
• Lisa explained that some resources for adults may be able to get set-asides for 

youth and young adults, such as Rapid Rehousing, Shelter plus care or housing 
authority units if there is strong advocacy.  

• There is some Permanent Supportive Housing for young adults at Operation 
Hope and St. Vincent’s).  

• Conversations need to take place as to how to use next step tool score to place 
youth in available housing resources, pulling from the By-Name-List and as 
identified in matching meetings. 

d. Work with the YAB to ensure we incorporate youth voice, nationwide best-practice, 
and local data in our decision-making process about programming, systems, and 
policy. 
• Lisa asked if there are other workgroup goals needing to be added, or any 

amendments to current goals.  
 



 
 
• Mimi Haley remarked that at the state level high priority is given to diversion and 

remediation for under 18.  
• Discussion ensued about what kinds of re-entry programs exist and what the 

impact is on intake staff and system. Work of task force is to push back onto DOC 
and DCF the responsibility for proper dis-charge and pre-release planning. 

• Lauren commented about complexity of system and difficulty in understanding 
nuances of respite, rehabs, etc. Lisa says we have to make sure our CAN system 
can manage.  

• Pam stated that it is important that resources specific-to-youth are visible to all 
and important for providers and navigators to become familiarized with services 
besides housing that are available to youth and young adults, i.e. programs of 
the WorkPlace such as YouthWorks, YouthBuild, Re-entry). Lisa commented that 
perhaps a resource guide should be put together for youth and young adults. A 
resource/asset map already exists, and that can be the starting point for a 
resource guide. 

• Lisa also commented that YAB and YETI should be further integrated and have a 
shared vision. Mimi suggested that outreach and engagement be looked at in 
terms of how it is different between Youth and Youth Adults (Lisa will adjust to 
include non-housing service in resources). 

 
4.              New SAMHSA Funding Opportunity — Grant to benefit homeless individuals.  
 

Lisa introduced possibility of applying for a new SAMHSA grant that was released 
February 23rd and is due April 25th. 
• Can be used to develop and expand current infrastructure, integrating 

behavioral health, addiction and families experiencing homeless.  
• Grant is $400 thousand per year for up to 5 years. Up to 24 awards could 

be made. Not sure how much Fairfield County would put in for. Lisa 
believes this funding would help us improve serving homeless youth and 
young adults.  

• Money is not for housing, no money for rental assistance or housing. 
Could fund outreach, clinician, youth navigators, case managers, benefit 
specialists, project coordinator. Would love to see a Fairfield County 
youth-focused application for the SAMHSA. 

• Lisa asked, can we get agencies to collaborate? Should we propose to 
ODFC that we put forward an application? Anyone can put in for the 
grant— ODFC cannot say others could not or should not apply, but would 
need ODFC support for collaborative application.  

• Lisa said that while Fairfield County has not completely ended chronic 
homelessness, ODFC is starting to shift gears and she would love to see a 
completely youth-focused application go in as well as for any other 
application. 



 
 
• Lisa commented that there is a great deal of work to do but not a lot of 

(new) resources to get the work done. There is no reason that ODFC 
wouldn’t support it, but would need to find a very strong lead— an 
agency that has previously received Federally funding and can 
demonstrate high capability of managing Federal funds.  

• The SAMHSA grant is not HUD funding so ODFC doesn’t have control of it, 
however if ODFC is supporting applications then it is important to show 
collaboration in light of competitiveness.  

• Pam asked if this grant pertains to age 18 and over and stated that all 
providers for the submission of the adult side of the NOFA is also serving 
young adults.  

• Pam also stated that one of the hallmarks of the lead grantee is that they 
have managed and can manage Federal funds. In response to the 
question of whether a grant application should be made, Pam said “yes”, 
provided if it can be undertaken without delay. 

 
5.  Discussion of Proposed Action Items 
 

a. Working with community partners to make sure CAN is effectively 
outreaching and engaging Young Adults experiencing homelessness. Mimi 
stated that it is one of our workgroup foci – becoming trained on diversion, 
aware of how to get young people as connected as possible, and that 
agencies are fully staffed. 

 
i. Youth Navigators 

ii. Separate YA CAN appointment sites 
• Lisa stated the Connection is working on becoming a CAN 

appointment site.  
• Lauren Zimmerman will be doing a “train the trainer” 

within next two weeks for any agencies that want to do 
CAN intakes.  

• It may make sense for Triangle to be a CAN appointment 
site. Irene definitely interested. Lisa will speak with 
Anthony Crisci.  

• Mimi stated that CCEH is willing to do a Fairfield County 
Next Step Tool as with Youth Continuum (sent out a write 
up).  

b. Creating and managing the By Name List (BNL) 
i. Administering the Next Step Tool (NST) questions to those 

already on the list 
c. Ensuring that all providers who serve this population are prioritizing 

for the most in need who meet their eligibility criteria. 



 
 

i. Prioritization of ES/transitional list vs. prioritization of BNL  
• Lisa explained that the goal is to clean up By-Name-Last 

and administer Next Step Tool conversion questions. 
• Lisa discussed prioritization for emergency shelters on the 

regional waitlist; those on By-Name-List are all literally 
homeless and have had VI-SPDAT.  

• Those in Emergency Shelter will be prioritized over 
someone who is doubled up or discharging from a 
program. 

• Emergency Shelter status considers risk factors such as 
being medically fragile, over 62 or a young adult. 

• Right now Inspirica has transitional housing for parenting 
young adults prioritizing those beds on same criteria as for 
emergency shelter. Wondering if those transitional bed 
units are housing people 18-24 months and.  

• Lauren explained that emergency shelter beds are 
prioritized on lower criteria, i.e. street homeless, living in 
an uninhabitable place, imminent release from DV shelter 
or hospitalization. Secondary risk criteria are mostly tie-
breakers. Prioritization functions differently than for Rapid 
Rehousing and Permanent Supportive Housing that are 
longer-term housing interventions.  

• Fairfield County has two prioritized lists: Emergency 
Shelter and By-Name-List. At this point Inspirica’s 
transitional housing is operating similar to a shelter. 
Inspirica is saying that their return to homelessness rate is 
about the same as RRH (90%). Lisa says we need better 
understanding of how transitional beds at Inspirica are 
used and what that resource is being provided. Lauren 
stated they are currently filling those beds from their 
Emergency Shelter project, not from the By-Name-List 
those young adults who’ve been identified as being most 
at risk by Next Step Tool.   

• Mimi says while we don't want them long on the BNL, we 
want to make sure we are using resources as best as 
possible and there is a dilemma (at least in the Hartford 
area) around the question of how do we house youth as 
quickly as possible but make the best use of resources 
within the system, especially where couch surfing is a 
significant risk-factor different than being” doubled-up.” 

• Lisa asked if everyone had the “When to administer the 
Next Step Tool”?  



 
 

•  Discussion ensued about when to conduct next step tool, 
i.e. first point of contact?, and that whatever is agreed 
upon it must be made clear to CAN.  

• Lisa stated we know many youth and young adults self-
resolve. The list can become unmanageable if done “at 
first point of contact.” The Next Step Tool should be 
administered when someone is literally homeless or 
“unsafe” (the number of homeless youth are lower than 
adults, so perhaps it won’t be un-manageable).   

• The question was asked, should the Next Step Tool be 
administered at first point of contact?  

• Caitlyn has worked with homeless youth in Los Angeles 
and said that if a youth is presenting with substance use or 
mental illness the engagement must be differentiated. 

• Lauren remarked that inasmuch as we have a 
decentralized CAN staff there needs to be a clear protocol 
to avoid some communities prioritizing at different levels. 

• Lauren suggested it makes sense to assess everyone who 
is literally homeless, get them on the By-Name-List so 
accounted for, and rely on staff to keep list accurate rather 
than allowing them to self-resolve and losing them.  

• Lisa asked what about the folks who are doubled-up in 
unsafe housing,  “Conduct next step tool if in place of 
unsafe situations…. hospitals, rehabs, self-paid hotels. 

• Lauren recommended not adding someone to the By-
Name-List who is self-paying for a hotel except in cases of 
trafficking.  

• Lisa says another plug for the SAMHSA is youth defined as 
homeless under other Federal statutes other than those 
who meet HEARTH definition.  

 
ii. Engage local providers that use their own current waitlist to 

begin using BNL 
d. Housing matching meetings 

i. Making sure the right partners are at the table 
 

6. Youth Advisory Board 
 

a. Chair: Kevin Allybose  
b. New videos  
 
 



 
 

• There will be a film shooting with the YAB on at next meeting on Friday 
March 17th with a goal of being ready for April advocacy days that the 
YAB will hopefully attend in Hartford. 

c. Advocacy Day in April 
d. Ensuring there is some integration between our workgroups  

 
7. Houston Homelessness Conference Report by Lisa 
 
Lisa reported on attending the recent conference in Houston and referenced “Way Home 
America Campaign” Hundred Day Challenge outcomes where audacious goals around impact 
for youth and young adult homelessness were met such as permanently housing 50 homeless 
youth and young adults with foster care involvement; in Los Angeles housing having a goal of 
housing 237 homeless youth in 100 days and housing 50 youth with high acuity.  
 
Common themes Lisa heard were: outreach and engagement, By-Name-List, care coordination, 
being connected with resources and linkages that worked, having array of housing types and 
landlords, YAB, having DCF at the table, streamlining the referral process for youth aging out of 
foster care, lots of community collaboration. Many used Rapid Rehousing (some have stability 
challenges), some had difficulty engaging their justice department. Most important factors 
were having a community coordinated plan, a YAB and case conferencing. DCF were able to 
identify how many were aging out. We are going in the right direction and having a lot of work 
to do.  
 
Pam suggested sending out definitions of homelessness pertaining to homeless youth – they 
vary by HHS, HUD, USICH. Mimi said there is a lot of discussion ongoing around how are we 
going to define homeless youth in Connecticut versus USICH and other states. Resources are 
not there yet to serve wide populations so precautions need to be taken around the use of 
definitions. Pam says some HUD grantees may erroneously believe all definitions are aligned so 
sharing the definitions would be hekpful for informational purposes.  
 
8. Next steps 
 

1. Pursue a youth Focused SAMHSA grant 
2. Meeting set with agencies employing youth navigators to discuss integrating with 

CAN 
3. Set up meetings with Triangle and Connection and follow up with Danbury Youth 

Services 
4. Wworking on cleaning up BNL, have a discussion with Inspirica re transitional beds.  
5. YETI meetings are second Tuesday of Month; next is April 11th at MFAP, Norwalk. 

 
Meeting ended 11:42 am. 


